
CAESAR GUERINI Invictus II Sporting Limited Jaspé Cal. 12/76
https://www.simac.fr/en/produit-3222-CAESAR-GUERINI-Invictus-II-Sporting-Limited-Jaspe-
Cal.-12-76

SKU Designation RGA French Law Caliber Chamber (mm) Shots Trigger Ejection Chokes MSRP

CG623 76cm gun BO877 C cal. 12  76 mm  2  SMT  Eject.  8 C.I. / SP  5645.00 € incl. tax

CG624 81cm gun BM937 C cal. 12  76 mm  2  SMT  Eject.  8 C.I. / SP  6260.00 € incl. tax

The excellence signed CAESAR GUERINI with this adjustable butt sports bunk
A revolutionary system for perfect locking and weapon life increased by 200 to 300%.

Adjustable cams replace the classic trunnions and reinforce the bolt for a trap shotgun that can fire up to 1
million rounds.

Seesaw with reinforcement cheeks with marbled effect and fine engravings.
Pistol stock and trap forend in solid walnut with oil rubbed hand finish
6mm tall flat ventilated sighting strip
6 MAXIS Competition chokes
5'' DuoCon connection cone

The wider rocker offers a larger contact surface with the metal structure of the handguard, increasing
resistance while reducing friction.
In order to reduce vibrations, an elastomer interlayer has been added between the release button and
the wood of the handguard.

 

DPS relaxation

The new DPS (Durability, Precision, Speed) trigger features innovatively designed hammers with new
geometry and tighter tolerances.

In addition, the hammers benefit from an industrial chrome plating designed to have a minimum coefficient
of friction and allow better lubrication. This makes the trigger mechanism durable, precise and regular.
Invictus cams

Revolutionary Invictus cams do away with traditional journals and hinges.
This system makes the Invictus the first rifle with double barrel which allows to move the point of
connection of the barrels and the seesaw. This allows the cannons to be retracted to eliminate a potential
thunderous day.
Invictus Lock

The Invictus lock significantly increases the locking surface between the barrels and the rocker, incredibly
extending the life of the assembly.
This part is also replaceable, thus multiplying the longevity of the mechanism. We thus obtain a rifle which,
from the beginning, is more resistant and durable, but which in addition can be rebuilt in a unique way
among the superimposed ones.
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DTS Action Control System

DTS Action Control System : To improve shooters' comfort when opening and closing the rifle, the
handguard has been redesigned to include a new patented mechanism called the DTS Action Control System.
Using a 3mm Allen key supplied with each shotgun, shooters can adjust the degree of friction between the
front and the rocker to achieve ideal flexibility or firmness.

 

Invictus: adj. Latin meaning: unassailable, indefatigable, invincible.

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


